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Abstract 
The degree project explores the interaction between computers and 

users who, due to physical impairments are unable to use computer 

mice and/or keyboards. The users are given alternative means of input, 

namely eye tracking and speech recognition. The interactions are 

studied using experiments that are based on the Wizard of Oz-method. 

The project also includes development of a framework used during the 

experiments and interfaces that are based on the results of the 

experiments. It is shown that eye tracking and speech recognition has 

the potential to allow a user full and efficient usage of a computer, 

without the need for a computer mouse or keyboard.  

 

Keywords: Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), Java, Eye tracking, 

Speech recognition, Wizard of Oz-method. 

 

Sammanfattning 

Examensarbetet utforskar interaktionen mellan datorer och användare 

som på grund av någon form av funktionsnedsättning inte kan använda 

datormöss och/eller tangentbord. Användarna får tillgång till alternativa 

medel för inmatning, nämligen ögonstyrning och taligenkänning. 

Interaktionen studeras genom att utföra experiment som är baserade på 

Wizard of Oz-metoden. Examensarbetet inkluderar även utvecklingen 

av ett ramverk som används under experimenten samt prototyper på 

grafiska gränssnitt som baseras på resultaten av experimenten. Det visas 

att dessa alternativa medel för inmatning har potentialen att ge en 

användare full och effektiv användning av en dator, utan behov för en 

datormus eller ett tangentbord.  

Nyckelord: Människa-dator interaktion (MDI), Java, Ögonstyrning, 

Taligenkänning, Wizard of Oz-metod.
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Terminology 
CDIO (Conceive-Design-Implement-Operate) – a method used in 

engineering education 

Eye tracker – an input device that can track where on the screen a user is 

looking 

Gaze position/location – the position/location on the screen at which the user 

is looking 

GUI (Graphical User Interface) – the graphical part of an application that a 

user interacts with 

IDE (Integrated Development Environment) – an application that 

provides required tools for programming 

Input device – hardware that is used as a means of sending input to the 

computer 

Interface – graphical part of software that users interact with 

JNI (Java Native Interface) – programming framework that allows a Java 

application to call native code  

O.S.K (On-Screen Keyboard) – virtual keyboard on the screen  

RAT (Remote Access Tool) – allows for remotely controlling a computer 

SDK (Software Development Kit) – a collection of tools that provide a way 

to build applications for a certain platform (software or hardware). 

Speech recognition – software that can interpret words spoken by a user  

UML (Unified Modeling Language) – a language used for modelling 

software 

VoIP (Voice over IP) – technology for transferring voice communication, 

essentially telephony over the internet 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Tobii Technology 

The degree project took place at Tobii Technology. A company founded 

in Sweden, in 2001, but has since expanded with offices across the globe. 

It is now the world leader in eye tracking. The company produces both 

software and hardware. Though the main focus is on eye tracking, the 

company has a variety of focuses and amongst them is assistive 

technology. This branch of the company focuses on bringing computer 

access and communication to people with various physical impairments 

of varying severity.  

Eye tracking will be explained in 2.1 Eye tracking and for more 

information about the company, please visit the official website: 

http://www.tobii.com/. 

 

1.2   Background 

When it comes to using a computer, most of us assume that the 

computer naturally comes with a computer mouse and a keyboard. 

These input devices are the de facto standard way of interacting with a 

computer. Truth is, if you were to remove either of these devices then 

most users would be completely stumped and have no idea how to 

adjust and interact with the computer. For a large group of people, this 

is what they have to overcome every time they want to use a computer, 

not because the input devices are missing but because they physically 

cannot use them. The group consists of all the people that have some 

form of physical impairment that affects their upper body (mostly 

shoulders, arms, elbows and/or hands/wrists/fingers). It is believed that 

more than a billion people live with some form of disability [26]. Now 

imagine how many of them have such a severe disability that they are 

unable to use a computer or even communicate. Even if it was just one 

percent, it would still be more than a 10 000 000 people.     

 

http://www.tobii.com/
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As the world progressively becomes computerized, people who are 

unable to use computers will grow more isolated. More and more jobs 

require computer proficiency which poses both a problem and an 

opportunity. The problem is if these people are unable to use computers 

then it will become very difficult to find a job and become self-

sustaining. The opportunity on the other hand is that if they are able to 

efficiently use a computer then they can get a job that is not physically 

straining, regardless of the severity of their impairment. This potentially 

means that a large group of people, that today might be unable to work 

and maybe even require personal assistance, will be able to provide for 

themselves and live a more independent life. More about this will be 

discussed later in the report.  

 

With the use of different means of input such as eye tracking or speech 

recognition, people with physical impairments will be able to interact 

with computers without any use of a computer mouse or keyboard. 

Unfortunately these alternative means of input have yet to reach their 

full potential, mostly due to inaccuracy and are therefore not quite as 

efficient as computer mice or keyboards. Despite having some issues 

that have to be solved before they are able to hold their own against the 

computer mouse or keyboard, they show great promise to be the aids 

these people need.  

 

There is also an ergonomic aspect. Practically any line of work today 

involves computer usage of some sort, which means that people spend 

countless hours in front of a computer, usually both at work and at 

home. Though they may not have any physical impairment per se, they 

run the risk of developing a repetitive strain injury (RSI). If speech 

recognition and eye tracking becomes efficient enough, then people can 

rely on them to reduce the risk of developing RSI, without losing much 

efficiency.  
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As mentioned, there are some issues: speech recognition is not as precise 

and fluent as one would like it to be and therefore often misunderstands 

what the user is saying [16], especially for users with accents. Eye tracking 

still has some issues with accuracy and precision [5]. This means that 

better software/hardware is needed that take these issues into account 

and through clever design overcomes them. In addition to overcoming 

these issues, the efficiency of these alternative means of input and their 

software/hardware will inevitably be compared to the efficiency of the 

computer mouse and keyboard. This means that they cannot be too slow 

or clumsy to use. As these newer means of input become more accurate 

and receive more support from software, it would not be surprising if 

they one day join the computer mouse and keyboard as the standard 

means of input for computers.  
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1.3   Target group 

The degree project is aimed at people that work to improve or even 

enable computer usage for people with physical impairments. More 

specifically, the people that work with eye tracking and/or speech 

recognition as means of input to a computer.  

As there are quite a few physical impairments of various severities, that 

all impact a person’s capability and efficiency of using a computer, it is 

difficult to find a solution that works for everyone. It is also important to 

note that unless one suffers from a physical impairment (let alone every 

single variation of impairment) it is difficult to truly know what is 

needed and what needs to be improved. Though the target group might 

have ideas of what these users need, in reality they could be very 

wrong. Therefore, the results of the degree project will hopefully lead to 

improved usability of eye tracking and speech recognition by giving the 

target group the essential functionalities that they need to work on. 

Given the limited timeframe of the degree project, it is improbable that 

every variation of impairment will be studied but hopefully there will 

be some variation in order to get the most results.   

 

1.4   Purpose 
The purpose of the degree project is to explore how users with limited 

use of input devices (due to some form of physical impairment) are able 

to use computers when given alternative means of input. For this degree 

project the alternative means of input refer to eye tracking and speech 

recognition. The purpose is also to gain ideas for future interfaces and 

getting feedback on current interfaces. The results of the degree project 

will give the target group an indication on what they should focus on.  

 

1.5   Problem statement 
The essence of the report can be summarized in the following question:  

What functionalities are provided by the mouse and keyboard that 

make them such effective input devices? 

 

The answer to this question will aid in developing interfaces that make 

speech recognition and eye tracking an alternative to computer mice 

and keyboards. The reason being, that it will be clear what a user 

requires in order to effectively use a computer. 
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1.6   Goals 
From the company’s point of view, there are two main goals. The first 

goal is to explore functionalities that speech recognition and eye 

tracking should provide in order to enable full and efficient computer 

usage, either with or without certain input devices (such as a computer 

mouse). These functionalities could be anything from being able to 

move the cursor or double clicking to more complex actions such as 

looking at a link in a browser and saying: “Open in new tab” in order to 

actually visit the link in a new tab in the browser. 

  

The other goal is to answer the following questions: 

 Which input devices do users fallback to when they are unable to 

use certain input device?  

 Which functionalities do the users request, based on their 

physical impairment? 

 How much variety is there in terms of how the users activate 

functionalities?  

 How should existing input devices that a user can use 

interoperate with new means of input? 

The answers to these questions can prove to be very useful when 

developing software that use eye tracking and/or speech recognition in 

order to allow people effective use of a computer without the use of 

certain input devices (e.g. computer mice or keyboards).   

 

There are two quintessential goals for me and, in extent, the degree 

project. The first goal includes organizing and preparing experiments 

that will enable me to explore different ways of interacting with a 

computer when using an eye tracker and speech recognition. This 

includes developing a tool that will allow me to explore how a user 

interacts with a computer, referred to as the experiment framework. The 

second goal is to develop prototypes of user interfaces that use eye 

tracking/speech recognition to perform arbitrary actions (determined by 

the results of the experiments but most likely in the line of drag-and-

drop, opening applications etc.). 
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2 Theory 
2.1 Eye tracking 

Eye tracking refers to the means of tracking where a person is looking.  

It has, in some form, been around for at least the better part of a century. 

The older techniques of tracking a person’s gaze involved using a 

mechanical device connected to the user’s eyes, a quite intrusive 

technique [25]. Naturally, more sophisticated techniques have been 

developed throughout the years.  

 

Today, eye trackers are a lot more precise, non-intrusive and remote 

since they use a method that relies on reflections in the user’s eyes. The 

eye tracker illuminates the user’s eyes with a light source, thus creating 

reflections in the eyes. A camera then captures an image of the eyes, 

along with the reflections. The captured image is then used to identify 

the reflections of the light source on both the cornea and in the pupil. 

Angles, patterns and other features of the reflections can then be used to 

calculate where the user is looking.  This commonly used technique is 

called Pupil Centre Corneal Reflection (PCCR) [2].  

 

The eye trackers developed by Tobii Technology use an improved 

version of PCCR. They use near infrared light to illuminate the eyes and 

two image sensors to capture images of the eyes and the reflections. 

Algorithms then use image processing and a 3D model of the eye to 

calculate different aspects of the user’s eyes, such as the gaze position. 

All of this can be done without any device being near the user’s eyes [20]. 
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Accuracy 

The accuracy of an eye tracker refers to the average difference/offset 

between a person’s actual gaze position and the results of the eye 

tracker. High accuracy implies a low difference/offset. An approximate 

of one centimeter is considered normal [5].   

 
Precision 

The precision of an eye tracker refers to its capability of reliably 

reproducing data (e.g. coordinates on a screen) [5]. High precision means 

that if a user stares at a single spot on the computer screen, the eye 

tracker will continuously produce data that is very close to each other.  

 

 

Figure 1 The relation between eye tracking accuracy and precision.  
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Uses 

Eye tracking has many uses but just about all of them fall under one of 

two categories: statistics or controlling a device [21]. Statistical use often 

refers to eye tracking for scientific research or gathering feedback on 

graphical user interfaces/websites. The other category refers to using eye 

tracking as an input device and controlling a device, such as a computer, 

using the eyes. This can be used in anything from games to navigating a 

computer. This is especially interesting when developing aids for people 

with severe physical impairments.  

 
Incorporating eye tracking in applications 

In order for an application to receive gaze data from an eye tracker, a 

Software Development Kit (SDK) is used. A SDK is a set of tools that 

expose functionality (e.g. start/stop the eye tracker or get the coordinates 

of the gaze) [12]. Using an SDK makes it easy to incorporate eye tracking 

in any kind of application since it contains just about all of the basic 

functionality that is required. All the developer has to do is make use of 

the pre-written functionalities. For example, if a developer wants to 

make a button clickable by gaze, a simple call to a function in the SDK 

will give the current gaze position and the developer could then 

programmatically check if the gaze position overlaps the button.     

      
Tobii Technology provides a few SDKs, aimed at different types of 

applications. The Tobii Analytics SDK is useful for analysis applications 

that use gaze data to analyze user behavior [19]. The Tobii Gaze SDK and 

Tobii EyeX SDK are useful for more general applications, such as 

applications that are controlled by gaze or games with eye tracking 

support. The Tobii Gaze SDK is a low-level SDK (i.e. low-level access to 

the eye tracker) that supports a large variety of platforms (i.e. operating 

systems) [23]. Tobii EyeX SDK is more high-level (compared to Tobii Gaze 

SDK) and offers several advantages over Tobii Gaze SDK. Some of these 

advantages include calibration of the eye tracker and certain built in 

interactions (e.g. scrolling using gaze). It will however require a piece of 

software called the Tobii EyeX Engine, which does not support nearly 

the same amount of platforms as the Tobii Gaze SDK [22].  
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Eye trackers 
 

There are a wide range of eye trackers available, varying in price. What 

sets them apart usually boils down to accuracy, precision and sampling 

rate, the amount of samples taken per second, expressed in hertz (Hz). 

Another factor is the freedom of head movement which denotes how 

well an eye tracker delivers accurate gaze data while tracking an 

individual that is moving their head. These are not the only factors but 

they are the greater aspects that set eye trackers apart.  

 

Tobii Technology produces a range of eye trackers and for this project 

the Tobii X2-30 was used. It is a fairly small device (~18.5 cm wide and 

~2.8 cm high) with a sample rate of 30 Hz. It uses a magnet (on the 

backside) to snap on to, for example, the bottom of a laptop screen and 

supports screens up to 25” [24].    

 

For more information, visit:  

http://www.tobii.com/en/eye-tracking-research/global/products/  

  

http://www.tobii.com/en/eye-tracking-research/global/products/
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2.2 Wizard of Oz-method 

The Wizard of Oz-method is used in the field of human-computer 

interaction (HCI). As the name suggests, the method draws inspiration 

from the children’s novel “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz” by L. Frank 

Baum where an ordinary man uses deception to trick others into 

thinking he is a powerful wizard [1]. The method was developed by John 

F. Kelley [7], who is also believed to have coined the name [4]. Similar 

methods had been used previously, such as the experimenter-in-the-

loop technique by W. Randolph Ford but John F. Kelley developed the 

particular method used in this degree project.  

The method is basically about having a user interact with a computer 

that they think is incredibly smart but in reality the person conducting 

the experiment (from now on referred to as the experimenter) is 

controlling the user’s computer [8]. By listening and watching the user, 

the experimenter is able to simulate interactions between the user and 

the computer. Since the experimenter is hidden from the user (much like 

the “wizard” hiding behind a curtain in the novel), it allows the user to 

get into a flow and naturally use the computer as they want to in order 

to reach maximum efficiency. If the user is to become aware of the 

experimenter then the illusion runs the risk of being broken, as happens 

in the novel. This will most likely affect the results of the experiment as 

the user might alter the way they interact with the computer. This is 

why the user and experimenter are usually located in different rooms or 

have some form of separation, perhaps just a curtain.  
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3 Methodology 
3.1 Project plan 

The degree project was split into three essential stages. The first stage 

involved developing the tool (referred to as the experiment framework) 

used during the experiments. The second stage involved conducting 

experiments and gathering input and feedback from the users. The third 

stage involved developing interfaces based on the ideas gathered in the 

previous stage. After an interface had been developed, it was tested by 

the users in the next stage of experimentation. As the interfaces had 

been developed, the second and third step was repeated iteratively until 

the end of the degree project.  

 

This approach is very similar to methods used in agile and iterative 

software development and thus yields the same benefits [9]. Because each 

iteration can be considered a mini project, each iteration can be planned 

to handle changes/problems that occurred during/after the previous 

iteration, making it very flexible.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 The stages of the project.  
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3.2 Experiment method 

The experiments followed the Wizard of Oz-method and were planned 

as follows: the user is to be seated in a room and the experimenter is to 

inform the user what they are expected to do. The user is to complete 

common everyday tasks such as writing an article, making a 

presentation or develop a small application. The experimenter sits in a 

separate room and listens to the user using some VoIP (Voice over IP) 

software. The experiment framework (mentioned above) allows the 

experimenter to see where on the computer screen the user is looking 

and what the user is doing on the computer. It also allows the 

experimenter to control the user’s computer and by combining these 

functionalities, the experimenter can simulate certain interactions 

between the user and their computer in real-time. 

 

If the user is not physically impaired then it is to be simulated by 

applying constraints and limitations, such as not allowing the user to 

use a computer mouse. This forces the user to get into a mindset where 

they have to figure out how they would go about their everyday usage 

of a computer if they were suddenly unable to use (for example) a 

computer mouse. The experiments should be filmed (with sound 

recording) and all keystrokes (keyboard presses), mouse actions 

(clicking, moving etc.) and eye tracking data recorded. Screenshots of 

the user’s screen should also be saved at a decent rate (~2-3 

screenshots/second).  

 

For more details, please see Appendix A: Experiment Protocol. 
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3.2.1 Advantages 

The method allows for simulation of functionality without having to 

develop a complex system. It also allows for simulation of functionality 

that might not be plausible with the technology available today.  

It is a very straightforward method that does not require a lot of 

preparation yet it delivers results that can be considered high quality. 

Most important for this project might just be that the results can be used 

to determine which functionalities are most important, based on how 

many users request the same functionalities, which is one of the goals of 

this project. The results could also be prioritized based on hands-on 

experience by potential users. 

 

By iteratively developing the experiment framework so that it can 

handle interactions from previous experiments, the experimenter can be 

less involved in the actual interaction between the user and the 

computer. This means that as more experiments are conducted, the 

experiment framework will be able to handle more 

functionalities/interactions and the experimenter is allowed a more 

observing roll. This is a great advantage since the experimenter can 

focus more on the results. The users will also have a better experience 

since they will be directly interacting with the computer, which is a lot 

faster than when the experimenter has to interpret what the user wants 

and then manually execute it. 
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3.2.2 Disadvantages 

The method does not provide a good solution for helping a user that 

gets stuck and does not know what to do next. If the experimenter has to 

step in and guide the user then it will not only disrupt the flow but it 

might influence how the user interacts with the computer. 

 

One of the biggest disadvantages is that the method depends on the 

user not knowing that the experimenter is controlling the computer. If 

the user finds out that everything they do is being processed by the 

experimenter, they might unwittingly slow down in order to give the 

experimenter time to process each action. Unfortunately, this would 

affect the experiment. The user would no longer be interacting with the 

computer as they would naturally do and as such they might overlook 

certain functionalities that they would otherwise have thought of, just 

because they are (unwittingly) trying to make it easier for the 

experimenter to catch up. This must be avoided in order to get the best 

results. Although having the user and experimenter in separate rooms 

helps preventing this, it does not eliminate the risk.  

 

Another disadvantage is that the experimenter must at all cost behave as 

a computer since any slip-up can potentially alert the user. This means 

that the experimenter has to be objective and never draw conclusions of 

what the user is thinking. Any input from the user should be taken 

literal. This can be quite difficult and really requires the full attention of 

the experimenter, attention that could be spent on the results. 
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3.3 Development method 

The applications were developed iteratively. New functionality was 

added in each iteration and tested during trial experiments. During 

these trial experiments, if new functionality was required then it would 

be added in the next iteration of development along with fixing issues. 

This method is known as incremental development and ensures that 

each iteration delivers a working system [17].   

It is worth to mention that development followed the CDIO (Conceive-

Design-Implement-Operate) method of engineering [27], without prior 

knowledge of its existence. This goes to show how effective of a method 

it really is. Looking at the experiment framework as an example, it was 

conceived at the start of the degree project for use during experiments. It 

was then designed (both the graphical interface as well as the internal 

structure/architecture of the application). It was then implemented and 

finally operated during the experiments. It is a very straight forward 

and rather obvious method but it certainly worked for this project.      

The applications were developed with regards to OOC (Object Oriented 

Concepts) [18]. By having high coherence, the applications remained easy 

to understand even as they grew after each development iteration. This 

is due to each class containing code that logically makes sense.  

Low coupling allowed for changes that did not impact the entire 

application. This also made bug fixing and smaller reworks a lot easier 

to handle since the classes were not tied together unless they absolutely 

had to be and so changes to one class rarely impacted another.  

This meant that classes did not depend on each other too much and it 

was easy to see the connections throughout the application.  

Encapsulation was also important for not only understanding the 

applications and fixing issues but it also allowed for new functionality 

to be added in a proper manner. As each class only contained the 

functionality that was logical to it (thanks to cohesion), the interface of 

each class only allowed the class to be used in a way that semantically 

made sense. So a class that handled eye tracking would only allow other 

classes to get information about (for example) where the user is looking, 

not how the actual tracking is being done. All of this came together to 

make sure that, as the applications grew, they did not get out of hand 

and become overwhelming.   
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Due to the fact that the applications were only meant to be used as 

prototypes and to be discarded as the project came to an end, the 

supervisor requested that they would be implemented without much 

concern to stability and reliability. This is why no proper testing 

framework was utilized. The applications were tested as they were 

developed and minor issues were overlooked.  

Models of the applications were not required for the project but were 

still created since I deem them valuable for understanding larger 

applications without having to look at code. This is especially true for 

representing applications in a report. The modelling language chosen 

was UML (Unified Modeling Language) [14], due to prior experience with 

the language. 

The language chosen for developing the applications was Java. It was 

chosen out of convenience (no need for licenses and there is a lot of open 

source code available). This became evident when RMI (Remote Method 

Invocation) was chosen (by the supervisor) as the method for the client-

server communication, over using sockets (my initial choice). The 

supervisor had developed an open source implementation of RMI and 

recommended that I use it. 

3.4 Documentation method 

Each experiment was filmed with sound recording and any interaction 

between the user and the computer was logged (computer mouse 

movement/clicking, typing on the keyboard, where the user is looking, 

screenshots of the user’s screen etc.), with permission from the user. The 

logs were stored in the XML format so that they can easily be processed 

by machine [15], as requested by the supervisor. Note that the logs will 

most likely be of no interest to someone not involved in the project as 

the data will not make much sense out of context and to someone 

without the proper insight.  

Since I held short interviews with the participates after each experiment, 

their answers and thoughts were recorded on paper and later compiled 

as experiment minutes and stored on the laptop I was using. All of these 

experiment minutes have been used in the results section of this report. 

 

Beyond the models, requirement specification and source code of the 

experiment framework, no other documentation of the applications 

exists, as explained in 3.3 Development method.  
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4 Design 
4.2 Experiment framework 

As the experiment method required a way to control the user’s 

computer, some form of tool was required before the experiments were 

conducted. This tool is the experiment framework. It was developed 

during the first part of the degree project (prior to the experiment 

phase). The framework started out with a preliminary specification but 

it quickly grew after each trial run. This meant that the framework had 

to be developed in a modular way else it would grow too complex. 

 

The framework also had to incorporate eye tracking support by using 

the provided SDK. The eye tracking data would be used to determine 

where the user was looking as they interacted with the computer, in 

order to execute requested functionalities. For example, if a user was 

looking at a link and said: “Click”, the experimenter would have to 

know where (and at what) the user was looking at in order to click on it. 

This was possible by sending eye tracking data from the user’s 

computer to the experimenter’s computer. 

  

The framework was also extended with two applications, developed 

during the degree project. The first one was a key binder that allowed 

the experimenter to change activation keys for the different actions, and 

to add new actions. For example, during one experiment the CTRL key 

might have been used to indicate left mouse click and in another 

experiment the ALT key might have been used. Being able to 

dynamically change key bindings depending on the specific setup of 

each experiment was deemed to be quite useful. The other application 

came to be due to a late change to how the log files were to be stored. 

Initially, the log files were stored as plain text which is quite a hassle to 

parse by machine. Another application was therefore developed that 

would take these preexisting log files and convert them to XML files.   
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The framework was naturally designed as a two-layered client-server 

application where the server and client communicate directly with each 

other [3]. The reason a two-layered architecture was chosen is because 

there was no need for subsequent layers, such as data storage. The 

client-server design fits quite perfectly as there is a single client (the 

person participating in the experiment) and a single server (the 

experimenter). It was also quite important that the client was thin so 

that it did not impact the user’s interaction with the computer. A thick 

client would most likely introduce some latency and thus impact how 

the user is interacting with the computer.   
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4.2.1 Requirement specification 

The following lists represent the functionalities that the experiment 

framework had to provide. 

GUI (Graphical User Interface): 

 View the user’s screen in real-time 

 See where the user’s cursor is 

 See where the user is looking on their screen (by using the data 

from the eye tracker and drawing some form of overlay).  

 See if the user has pressed a key/key combination bound to an 

action 

 

Simulate following mouse functionality: 

 Left/Right click 

 Left/Right click where the user is looking 

 Move the mouse cursor  

 Mouse wheel scrolling 

 Drag-and-drop 

 

Simulate following keyboard functionality: 

 Press keys 

 Press “special keys” (e.g. CTRL, Enter, Page Up)  

 Press key combinations (e.g. ALT + F4)  

 

Process: 

 Start processes (i.e. programs) on the user’s computer 

 Stop processes (i.e. programs) on the user’s computer  

 

Logs: 

 Save screenshots of the user’s screen every second 

 Log every error/mouse action/keyboard action/eye movement  

 

Miscellaneous: 

 Bind and rebind keys/key combinations to actions (e.g. pressing 

CTRL + T enables speech recognition), these bindings should be 

stored in a file that the framework loads 

 The framework should allow the experimenter to use keywords 

to open applications on the user’s computer (e.g. typing “word” 

would open Microsoft Word on the user’s computer), these 

bindings should be stored in a text file that the framework loads 
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4.2.2 Problems 

There were some problems or obstacles to overcome while developing 

the experiment framework. This section will explain the larger problems 

encountered throughout the development, and how they were solved.  

Architecture 

The code had to be stored on a single repository hosted by the company. 

This meant that only a single project/application could be stored. The 

experiment method required two applications, one running on the 

participant’s computer and another running on the experimenter’s 

computer. The solution was to develop the experiment framework as 

two applications wrapped in one. When starting the experiment 

framework, one got to choose if it should be started as a client or as a 

server. On the participant’s computer, client was chosen and on the 

experimenter’s computer, server was chosen. When starting it as a 

client, the GUI disappeared and the application started logging and 

listening to mouse-, keyboard- and gaze data. When starting as a server, 

a GUI (designed for the experimenter) was shown and a connection to a 

client was established (if possible).   

GUI (Graphical User Interface) 

It was important that the experimenter could see where the participant 

was looking and where the cursor on the participant’s computer was. 

The problem was that when one takes screenshots, the cursor is not 

included. The solution was to send the position of the mouse from the 

client to the server. The server would then draw a cursor at the mouse 

position, on top of the currently shown screenshot. The benefit was that 

even if there was a small delay between two screenshots, the mouse 

position would still be updated in real time.      

It was also important that the experimenter could see where the 

participant was looking on the computer screen, using the data from the 

eye tracker. This was solved the same way as the cursor problem. The 

client sent the gaze data to the server. The server would then draw a 

small circle around the gaze position, on the currently shown 

screenshot. Since it was solved the same way as the cursor problem, it 

shared the benefit of seeing the gaze position in real time. 
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Simulating keyboard/mouse functionalities 

It was important that the experimenter could know exactly when a 

participant used the keyboard or mouse. It was also important to know 

specifically what the participant had done. For example, the 

experimenter had to know which keys were pressed since certain keys 

were bound to commands (e.g. pressing CTRL + E would mean click 

where the participant is looking). This proved to be troublesome. In 

high level languages such as Java, getting this information is trivial if 

the application currently has focus. The problem was that the client 

application had no GUI (Graphical User Interface) so it could not be 

focused and since an application loses focus when another window is 

selected (e.g. when a participant opens a browser). It was not a trivial 

problem.  

The solution was to use the Java Native Interface (JNI) framework to 

access native methods. The framework allows you to call platform 

(hardware and operating system) specific code, known as native 

methods [10]. This allowed the client application to hook into the mouse 

and keyboard chains (basically a list of methods to call when a 

mouse/keyboard event fires). Hooking means that an application tells 

the operating system that it should run the specified method (known as 

a callback and specified when one registers a hook) whenever a certain 

event takes place (the event depends on what one hooks on to, e.g. 

keyboard events) [11]. Whenever the operating system received an event 

from the mouse or keyboard (such as a key being pressed or the mouse 

being moved), a method in the client application would be called that 

sent the information about the event to the server application. This 

meant that the experimenter would always be notified of what the 

participant was doing.  

It was also important that the experimenter could remotely execute 

these events on the participant’s computer. For example, the 

experimenter should be able to press a key on his computer which 

would then result in a key press on the participant’s computer. This 

feature led to another problem. Whenever the experimenter remotely 

executed mouse/keyboard functionality (e.g. moved the cursor or 

pressed a key) on the participant’s computer, the client application 

would tell the server application that the functionality had been 

executed. Not only was this undesired but it also lead to confusion 

when both the participant and experimenter were executing these 

functionalities a lot during a short period of time. When the 
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experimenter intentionally presses a key on the participant’s computer 

then he is fully aware of it, there is no need to be informed about it.  

The solution was to implement a way to distinguish between actions 

that took place physically on the participant’s computer and actions that 

were simulated (executed remotely). The client application would then 

only notify the server application when the participant physically 

executed mouse/keyboard functionalities. 

Starting/stopping processes 

The computers used during the experiments were not using accounts 

with administrative rights (company policy) which meant that certain 

processes could not be started remotely. If the process was started 

locally then the User Account Control (UAC) [13] in Windows would pop 

up and ask if the user really wanted to start the process. When trying to 

start the process remotely, it would just fail. The solution was to write a 

batch file that ran these few processes in administrator mode and then 

just remotely start the batch file.   

Miscellaneous  

Implementing a way to bind/rebind keys to actions and to synchronize 

these bindings between the client and the server required some clever 

design. An application (called the key binder) was developed that 

stored and read key bindings from a file on the participant’s computer. 

The bindings were read from the file when the client application started. 

As soon as the client connected to the server, the bindings were sent 

from the client to the server, thus synchronizing them.      
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4.2.3 Models 

 

Figure 3 The packages of the framework and how they relate.  

 

 

Figure 4 An example of a use case (an instance of a user using the 

application) that shows some of the interactions within the framework. 

 

For more models, see Appendix B: Experiment Framework.  
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4.3 Experiments 

It was clear from the start that experiments had to be conducted since 

the aim of the degree project is to find functionalities that newer input 

devices (e.g. eye tracking, speech recognition etc.) must provide. During 

these experiments, users would have to interact with a computer and 

the interaction as well as the users thoughts would have to be recorded. 

It was therefore important to observe how users would interact with a 

computer without influencing them, whether it was intentional or not. 

The Wizard of Oz-method fulfilled the requirements posed on the 

experiments perfectly so the experiments were designed with it in mind. 

The method does require some preparations but it is to be expected.   

 

4.3.1 Setup 

Before each experiment, a task was chosen. The tasks were first chosen 

at random but after the first phase of experiment, the least used tasks 

were chosen. The same process was used when deciding which physical 

impairment to simulate, given that the user was not already physically 

impaired. The users were seated in a room where they were given an 

introduction. The user was informed that everything would be recorded 

and then asked to sign the protocol if they agreed to everything. The eye 

tracker was then calibrated to the current user and the experimenter and 

user agreed on which keys/key combinations represented what 

functionality. The user was given their task and the experiment 

framework was started. The experimenter then stepped into another 

room and a VoIP (Voice over IP) application was used to communicate, 

if needed.  

For more information see Appendix A: Experiment protocol.  
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4.3.2 Execution 

The users had a printed task description next to them and were told to 

follow it. If they ever felt like they were stuck and unable to proceed, 

they were told to just say so and the experimenter would decide how to 

proceed. The users were also told to verbalize every thought/idea they 

got during the experiment, regardless of how insignificant they might 

feel it to be. Some of these ideas were then simulated in real-time. The 

experimenter would watch the user’s screen using the experiment 

framework and listen to the user (using a VoIP software). Whenever the 

user wanted to perform an action that was not implemented or possible 

(due to missing input device), the experimenter would perform the 

action. For example, a user that was not allowed to use a mouse might 

have wanted to click where they were looking but as this functionality 

was not implemented, the experimenter would (using the experiment 

framework) move the user’s cursor to where the user was looking and 

then click.  

4.3.3 Data gathering 

Before each experiment, a camera was configured and positioned so that 

it picked up the entire upper body of the user. This ensured that one 

could study how the user was using the input devices (computer mouse, 

keyboard, eye tracking etc.). The camera picked up sound as well which 

was important for studying how the user used speech to interact with 

the computer. The framework made sure that any interaction with the 

input devices (i.e. the mouse, keyboard and eye tracker) was logged for 

future studies. Lastly, at the end of each experiment, a brief interview 

was held between the user and the experimenter. During this interview 

the user was asked how efficient they felt during the experiment, if they 

had any additional ideas/comments and to clarify ideas or comments 

that they had during the experiment.   
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4.4 Interfaces 

After each experiment phase, a list of the most requested functionalities 

was compiled. Based on this list, the most requested functionalities were 

chosen and a prototype of an interface that was able to simulate them 

was thought of and developed. The functionalities were grouped 

according to which input device they were tied to (e.g. moving the 

cursor is tied to the computer mouse) and the prototype made sure that 

these functionalities could be simulated without the use of the input 

device they were tied to. This means that if (during the experiment) a lot 

of users felt that they needed to drag-and-drop using the mouse (but 

were not allowed to use the mouse), a prototype was developed that 

could do this without the mouse. 

The prototypes were developed from scratch though they draw on 

inspiration from existing solutions. 

I) Interface prototype: Zoom click 

The interface was developed as a prototype for clicking, using only an 

eye tracker and an activation key. The experiment phase preceding the 

development of this interface showed that most users wanted a way to 

click when they were unable to use a computer mouse. The interface 

works as follows: the user looks at a position on the screen and presses 

the designated key on the keyboard (note: changing the activation 

method is trivial). The interface goes from being idle to showing a large 

rectangle, containing a zoomed version of the area around the user’s 

gaze position (where the user is looking). The user will then look at the 

enlarged version of what they want to click and press the activation key 

a second time, the rectangle with the zoomed image will then disappear 

and the interface will (quite accurately) click where the user is looking. 

The reason a zoomed image is shown is to overcome problems with 

accuracy and/or precision when getting eye tracking data. Eye trackers 

do not provide pinpoint data so one must implement some way to 

overcome this, zooming being quite an obvious option.   
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a) Models 

 
 

 
Figure 5 The user looks at the bookmark button (note the location of the mouse)  

and activates the interface (e.g. by pressing a designated key). 

 

 
Figure 6 A window is shown, containing a zoomed image  

of the area around the gaze position is shown. 
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Figure 7 The user looks at the enlarged version of the bookmark button  

and activates the interface. 

 

Figure 8 The interface moves the mouse to where the user looked and clicks. 
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II) Interface prototype: Zoom Menu 

The interface was developed as a prototype for performing different 

kinds of actions, everything for double clicking to drag-and-drop/text 

selection. It was developed by using the code from the “Zoom click” 

interface and extending its capabilities. The interface allows for more 

precise positioning (useful for moving the cursor between two letters) 

than the “Zoom click” interface. As it is meant to support various 

actions, it was developed so that new actions could easily be added.  

It works as follows: the user looks somewhere and presses the activation 

key. Just like the “Zoom click” interface, a ‘zoom rectangle’ pops-up. 

However, the user will now have to look somewhere in the zoom 

rectangle until a little square marks whatever the user is looking at. 

If the marking is good enough or pinpoint accuracy is not if importance 

then the user can hit a second activation key to show a menu. If the 

marking is off or pinpoint accuracy is of importance then the first 

activation key can be pressed and the ‘zoom rectangle’ is replaced with 

a smaller rectangle that shows an enlarged version of what was marked. 

This allows the user to choose a side (left, middle or right) and the 

cursor is placed there. So if the square marks half of a specific letter, 

then the user can use this second stage of selection to place the cursor 

behind, on top of or in front of the letter. This allows for very fine point 

selection.  

The menu itself has been designed to have large buttons so that the user 

is unaware of eye tracking inaccuracy. The menu is also quite dynamic 

in the way it grows. The menu only shows three buttons at a time (since 

the size of the buttons make the menu grow very large) and as more 

buttons are added, they are split into pages. If the menu consists of more 

than three buttons, arrows show up on the appropriate side of the 

menu, allowing the user to browse through the menu.    
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a) Models 

 

 

Figure 9 The user looks at a word and activates the interface (e.g. by pressing a 

designated key). 

 

Figure 10 A window is shown, containing a zoomed image  

of the area around the gaze position. 
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Figure 11 The user fixates on a letter until it becomes marked by a rectangle.  

Once a letter has been marked, the user activates the interface. 

 

Figure 12 The marked letter is enlarged further and shown in a new window. 
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Figure 13 The user then selects one of three sides: left, middle or right and activates the 

interface. 

 

Figure 14 A menu with common actions is shown. 
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Figure 15 The user selects an action (in this case: “Select Word”) and activates the 

interface. 

 

Figure 16 The interface selects the chosen word. 
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5 Results 
Most of the content in this section has been removed from the public 

version of this report due to the contents being considered confidential. 

Another version of this report, containing the full contents of this 

section, has been handed over to the company (Tobii Technology) 

where this bachelor project took place. Nevertheless, the results carry 

no importance towards understanding the following: 

 The purpose of the  project 

 The work that I have done throughout the project 

 Whether or not my goals have been met 

 

5.1 Software developed 

The following is a list of the applications/software developed during the 

degree project, with some short description. 

 

Experiment framework – the largest application developed during the 

degree project. It provides the basic functionality of a RAT (Remote 

Access Tool), such as remotely viewing a user’s screen, controlling the 

user’s cursor, pressing keys and starting/stopping processes (e.g. 

applications). It also allowed the observer (the one controlling the user’s 

computer) to see where the user was looking on their screen and which 

keys the user was pressing. A more complete list of functionality can be 

found under 4.1.1 Requirement specification. It was developed for use 

during the experiments. 

 

Log converter – after the experiments had already taken place, the 

supervisor requested the logs be stored in the XML format instead of 

just plain text. As quite a few experiments had already taken place, there 

were already logs that were not stored in the XML format. So instead of 

changing how the experiment framework saves the logs, a stand-alone 

application was written that took log files with plain text and produced 

log files with the XML format. 

 

Zoom click – the application allows a user to move the cursor to where 

they are looking and click, using an eye tracker and an activation key. It 

was developed as a prototype for how one might implement an 

interface for clicking where one is looking. 
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Zoom menu – the application allows a user to perform a variety of 

common actions, such as drag-and-drop, selecting text, left/right click or 

copy/paste. The application uses an eye tracker and an activation key 

and is much more accurate at positioning the cursor than “Zoom click”.  

It was developed as a prototype for how one might implement an 

interface that allows users to perform common tasks using only an eye 

tracker and some means of activation (such as pressing a designated key 

on the keyboard). 

 

5.2 Resulting documents 

By the end of the project, all of the documentation had been compiled 

and stored in a structured manner (e.g. a folder for each experiment user 

and filenames with the date of the experiment). The resulting 

documents consist of a list of all the requested functionalities (sorted by 

the amount of times requested) as well as video recordings-, logs- and 

notes of all the experiments. The document with the list of requested 

functionalities also contains the answers to the questions that were 

posed in 1.6 Goals. No documentation regarding the developed 

applications was included, as explained in 3.4 Documentation method. 

The video recordings are self-explanatory. For each experiment, 

separate log files were stored. Each log file consists of the data generated 

by the user interacting with the computer and its input devices. For 

example, one of the log files contained all of the positions on the 

computer screen where a certain user looked throughout the entire 

experiment, which means that one can use the data to trace that user’s 

gaze. Each of the notes contains all the ideas and requested 

functionalities of a certain user, as well as any comments they might 

have had during the short interview at the end of their experiment. 
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6 Conclusions 
The results of the experiments show that the most requested 

functionalities are all bound to the very core functionalities of the 

computer mouse and/or keyboard, such as clicking, scrolling or typing. 

This leads to the conclusion that the most important features that eye 

tracking and speech recognition ought to provide is the basic features of 

the computer mouse and keyboard. It is also interesting that nobody 

requested a way to move the cursor without a mouse, most likely due to 

the eye tracker. It is as if the cursor is very closely tied to having a 

mouse and when there are alternative ways of navigating a computer, 

the cursor seems to be redundant. This could imply that there is a big 

benefit to using an eye tracker for navigation as there is not unnecessary 

cursor movement.  

 

Another observation is that eye tracking was the preferred input device 

to take the place of the computer mouse and speech recognition took the 

place of the keyboard. Although speech recognition is thought of as the 

future of computer interaction (as evident by just about every sci-fi 

movie ever created), using it for extended periods of time can lead to 

physical problems [6]. It is therefore worthwhile to invest in the 

development of typing using eye tracking. Nevertheless, development 

of eye tracking should focus on making clicking, dragging, scrolling and 

general navigation as accurate and efficient as possible, before any other 

functionalities are worked on. Development of speech recognition 

should be focused on supporting useful and common commands, such 

as starting/closing applications or general shortcuts (e.g. a voice 

command that starts a browser and performs a web search of what was 

spoken). At first glance, it sounds useful to be able to type using speech 

recognition. But I strongly believe that once the initial thrill of having a 

computer understand what you are saying comes to pass, one will 

realize just how tiresome it really is to continuously speak for longer 

periods of time. This is why I think speech recognition should be 

focused on short yet useful commands.  
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6.1 Discussion 

It was interesting to see how people were able (or in some cases, unable) 

to use a computer despite the lack of a computer mouse and/or 

keyboard. One of the more interesting observations was that some users 

that had a lot of computer knowledge were able to use shortcuts and 

key combinations to complete most tasks without any issues, while 

other users had to take some time to think and almost experiment their 

way forward.  

 

Another observation was how often most users would reach for the 

computer mouse or keys on the keyboard despite being told not to, it 

just goes to show how accustomed we are to these input devices. 

Before the experiments, there were some discussions and tests on how 

one might simulate physical impairments so that this would not happen 

but in the end it was decided to just disconnect the mouse and overlook 

any key presses.  

 

Personally, I believe that given time and investments in development of 

eye tracking and speech recognition, these input devices will be become 

standard input devices. Although the degree project was focused on 

how eye tracking and speech recognition could be used to aid users 

with physical impairments, I believe that the input devices will find 

their place alongside the computer mouse and keyboard and used by 

any and all kinds of users.  

 

There are also a lot of clever uses for eye tracking and speech 

recognition since they open up a whole new world of possibilities. They 

might never replace the computer mouse/keyboard but perhaps they’re 

not meant to, perhaps they should be seen as complimentary devices 

that can enrich human-computer interaction.   
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Results 
Though the actual results of the experiments have been excluded from 

the report (they are considered confidential), there are certain aspects 

one can discuss.  

 

Everyone who participated in the experiments was working at Tobii 

Technology, which means that they were no strangers to eye tracking. 

Of course this meant that they were more understanding of the limits of 

eye tracking, something that could have very well impacted the results 

of the experiments. Add into account that the participates were already 

familiar with existing solutions using eye tracking, it is possible that 

they felt as if most of the things they thought of during the experiments 

already exist and so they were not contributing.  

 

The intent of the experiments was always to gather as many ideas and 

thoughts as possible, regardless of how insignificant the participate felt 

they were. This point was made clear repeatedly during each 

experiment. Now, one can hold the argument that a larger variety 

(when it comes to background, age, field of work, culture and so on) in 

participates would have yielded a larger quantity of results and I would 

have to agree. Of course, one cannot be certain since it boils down to the 

imagination of the individual. A more resourceful and imaginative 

person is more likely to come up with ideas. For example, during one of 

the experiments, the user was not allowed to use a computer mouse 

(including a mouse pad). The user was to create a presentation in 

PowerPoint after searching the Internet for information and images on 

some arbitrary topic. Because the user had significant experience with 

computers, the task was completed without any major issues, using only 

the keyboard and various shortcuts. This experiment did not yield a lot 

of results, especially when it comes to navigating the computer without 

the mouse since the user had no problems with it.  

 

During another similar experiment with another user, things did not go 

quite as well. The user repeatedly moved their hand towards the 

computer mouse before realizing that it was not connected. After a 

while, the user felt frustrated. This was until the user realized that they 

could combine the eye tracker and speech recognition in order to 

navigate the computer. This resulted in quite some interesting ideas on 

how one can combine eye tracking and speech recognition.   
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Of course, both of these experiments were valid since the goal was to 

collect ideas and thoughts. Even if an idea or thought leads nowhere, it 

is still a valid thought and an experiment with only a few results is still a 

valid experiment. All the experiments were recorded on video and logs 

were stored of all the interactions (gaze- and mouse positions, keys 

pressed etc.), which means that the results can be verified and are thus 

reliable. 

 

Methods  

Experiment 

The experiment method worked out great. I can honestly say that the 

Wizard of Oz-method suited this type of project perfectly. I believe it 

gave a lot better results than if another method had been used, such as 

conducting interviews. The Wizard of Oz-method allowed the 

participants to get into a natural flow when using the computer and the 

different input devices. Since the participants were not forced to think of 

ideas on the spot, like they would be if I had conducted interviews 

instead, the results were a lot more useful and closer to real-life needs. 

When a participant ran into a problem, such as having to open a 

browser without being able to move the cursor, they had to think of 

how they would overcome the problem. This means that they thought of 

solutions to a problem that actually exists (there are people that are 

unable use a computer mouse/mouse pad.), and they got to see their 

idea in action since the experimenter could control the participant’s 

computer. If the same user had just been asked: “How would you open 

a browser without using a computer mouse/mouse pad” during an 

interview, they would most likely not have thought of the same thing.      

 

There were not a lot of preparations before the experiments except for 

setting up the computers and printing the experiment protocol. If all the 

cables, computers, the camera and various peripherals didn’t have to be 

stored away and then taken out, the experiments would have barely 

required any preparations at all. 

 

It would have been easier if there were two experimenters, one to 

control everything (e.g. controlling the participant’s computer) and one 

to observe and take notes. Now that I was the only experimenter, I had 

to focus completely on what the participant wanted (e.g. to click the link 

they were looking on). This meant that I could not directly observe the 

participant and look for/take notes of what was important, namely the 

ideas that the participant had and the functionalities they requested.  
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The solution was to view the recorded video after the experiment and 

take notes. The only problem is that it was quite time consuming. If an 

experiment lasted 40 minutes then it would take at least another 40 

minutes to view the video and perhaps 20 minutes to write down 

detailed descriptions of the participants ideas/thoughts/requested 

functionalities.   

   
Documentation 

It was clear from the start what needed to be documented. The only 

uncertainty was how. For example, even before I started working on the 

experiment framework, it was clear that it had to support logging. 

Though, it was not clear what format the logs were to be stored in. It 

was also clear that the experiments had to be recorded but it took a few 

trial experiments before it was decided to use a camera.  

 

Since I already knew from the start what had to be documented, I did 

not have to worry about being stuck with a lot of unfinished documents 

as the project neared its end. I cannot stress enough how reassuring it 

was to have a clear plan of what had to be done.  For example, it was 

clear that a protocol for the experiments had to be written before the 

experiments took place and that this protocol would require quite some 

time to write. Since I could get started on it very early, it was finished 

before the first real (non-trial) experiment. The protocol saved a lot of 

time during the experiments and ensured that all the participants got 

the same information. I knew exactly what to say and how to set up the 

experiments since it was written in the protocol. 
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Software development 

All in all, I was quite pleased with how the experiment framework 

turned out. I have always wanted to try writing a RAT (tool that allows 

a user control over a remote computer), even though Java is perhaps not 

the best suited programming language for it. A proper RAT must be 

very fast and requires quite a lot of lower level access to functionalities 

provided by the operating system. Low-level programming languages 

(e.g. C/C++) handle this in a better way. For example, a RAT has to pick 

up keystrokes on the client even if the client application is not the 

focused window. This means that the application has to hook in to the 

keyboard handler of the operating system. This is quite a trivial task in 

languages like C/C++ (since most of the operating systems are written in 

some variant of the C language) but in Java or C#, one has to do some 

extra work. Nonetheless, it was a fun and educational experience.  

 

Since I had to write a log converter, I got to work on my knowledge of 

XML and SAX (Simple API for XML) in Java. It was very interesting to 

actually use the tools I learned during my studies in a real-life scenario, 

and to discover that I had not forgotten it all. 

 

As for the prototypes, I have to say that it was a lot of fun to write 

programs that use your eyes as input. It opens up a whole new world of 

possibilities and it is a shame that there were such limited time to play 

around with the eye tracker. I had so many ideas that I wanted to try out 

but there were more important things to be done.         
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Project 

As for the project in whole, I am pleased with how it turned out. There 

were a lot of interesting results, the goals were more or less met and 

there were no major problems during the course of the project. Of 

course some aspects could have been improved but then again, there is 

no such thing as perfection.  

 

I think the main aspect that could have been improved is that more 

experiments could have been conducted, preferably with people 

recruited outside of the company. I think it would have yielded more 

interesting and more varying results. Though, it would have been 

difficult to find participants outside the company mostly due to the 

limited time frame of the project. One must also consider the fact that 

you cannot simply grab someone from the streets and drag them into an 

office where people are working on products that have yet been 

announced/released. 
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Social aspects 

Although the degree project is mostly aimed towards people working 

with eye tracking and/or speech interaction, there are some social 

aspects to discuss if one considers the implications of enabling efficient 

computer usage for people that are otherwise unable to efficiently use a 

computer. It is no secret that it is becoming more and more important to 

be connected to the Internet. Social media is a big part of most people’s 

lives and is how most people stay connected.  

 

We also consume all kinds of services online. You can order anything 

from groceries, clothing, and media to house cleaning. So when people 

are unable to use computers, they get left behind. They have to rely on 

assistance which most definitely impacts their social lives. If one was to 

ask people around the world if they would be comfortable sharing their 

accounts (to social media sites), how many do you think would answer 

yes? Yet for people that have to rely on the help of others to interact 

with a computer, they might not have a choice. So if these people are 

able to efficiently use a computer without the help of others, they will be 

able to integrate into society and live more independent lives. 

 

 
Ethical aspects 

There was an ethical aspect to the experiments. The fact that the users 

were recorded meant that they had to give their consent.  

However, there were no objections from anyone that participated in the 

experiments. Also, it was important to inform the users what the 

experiments were about but not to the extent where the information 

might alter the results.  

 

 

Economic aspects 
As eye tracking and speech recognition might allow for efficient 

computer usage for people that are unable to use computers, it opens up 

job opportunities for people that might not be able to work. There are 

lots of people that are unable to work, not by choice but because of a 

disability, something they cannot help. By giving them efficient 

computer usage, a lot of job opportunities become available. There is an 

abundance of jobs that only involve computer usage, a lot of which are 

created by creative people in the comfort of their homes. This means 

that these people can now contribute to the economical welfare by 

becoming consumers rather than relying on assistance.
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Appendix A:  
Experiment protocol 

 

Overview 
The aim of the experiment is twofold. The first part is to obtain ideas for user 
interfaces that might aid individuals with impairments (e.g. individuals with Work-
related Musculoskeletal Disorders or WMSDs for short) in using computers. These 
ideas will serve as basis for conceiving interfaces and then developing prototypes. To 
achieve this, the user will execute a series of tasks involving common, everyday 
problems and any notes/thoughts will be documented with respect to “what could be 
improved”, and the ad-hoc option to actually perform these improvements on the 
spot. If the user is not impaired then it will be simulated using some form of 
constraint, this will be done in order to get the user into the right mindset.  The 
second part is to have the user test interfaces / functionality already present (that are 
implemented, simulated or a combination of the two) in the framework used during 
the experiments. The purpose is to get a deeper understanding of what the user 
envisions as they think of ideas, as well as getting an opinion on the effectiveness and 
usefulness of already developed interfaces. As with the first part, the user will execute 
a series of tasks. These tasks are however specifically tailored for the interface being 
tested.      
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Process 
1) Preparation 

a) Setup 

The following checklist should be fulfilled before the experiment session 
starts.  
 Both computers either have enough power to last the entire session or 

have a charger connected. 

 Both computers are connected (to the same network, by ad-hoc or 

network cable). 

 Both computers have access to the Internet. 

 Both computers are running a VoIP application (e.g. Skype) and are able 

to establish communication. 

 Two headsets are prepared 

 All necessary peripherals are connected and working. 

 Everything needed to take notes/document ideas is present.  

 The computers are located in separate rooms (after the introduction with 

the user). 

b) Contact information 

Ask the user for their name and e-mail, leave blank if they wish to stay 
anonymous.  

I) Experiment leader 

Name: ______________________ 

E-mail: ______________________ 

II) User 

Name: ______________________ 

E-mail: ______________________ 
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2) Introduction 
a) Introduce experiment  

The following introduction should be read to the participant:  
The experiment we will be conducting is about finding ways to help 
individuals with some sort of physical impairment to resume computer 
usage, or to make it more efficient. Imagine someone with RSI or a mouse 
arm. We try to find out how, given keyboards, mice, eye trackers, speech 
recognition and others, this person and his or her specific injury would be 
able to perform most tasks with the highest efficiency and least discomfort. 
 
Your task today is to help us explore these interfaces.  
This will work as follows: In this setup you will be able to use this machine 
and perform certain tasks, such as searching something on the web, 
organizing data, and so on. In addition we will give you certain restrictions, 
such as asking you not to use a particular hand. We would then ask you to 
perform these tasks still in the most efficient and comfortable way you can 
think of, however with a twist. In addition to being a normal computer, this 
machine features a very smart environment where we can already simulate 
many interactions you might think of. For example if you said “I would like 
the start menu to appear if I say ‘start menu’” we can make this happen. 

 
So the real task for you is not only to be as efficient and comfortable as 
possible, but also, to think on the fly for yourself “what ‘magic’ thing at the 
moment would help me most to perform this task?”. Whatever comes to 
your mind, just tell it to your experimenter / me and we can most likely 
make it happen. You then have the chance to see for yourself if it really 
helps you or not. As we go on, we will perform a number of such 
experiments and adjustments based on what comes to your mind. 

 
 We noticed with previous participants that it usually takes them a few 
minutes to get into the process and mindset. This is completely normal, so 
do not feel stressed in any way if you seem to draw blanks. If in doubt, just 
start working on your task and “think aloud” whatever comes to mind. We 
also want your input even if you feel it is “just something very minor”. 

 
If, at any point you want or need to abort, just inform us and we will cancel 
the experiment. We would appreciate if you could come back for a new 
experiment at a later time but it is entirely voluntary. 
 
Do you have any questions so far? 

I understand the experimental outline above. Furthermore I understand that: 

 Eye tracking- and interaction data can be recorded. 

 Voice interaction can be recorded. 

 Recorded data might be stored for 10 years and used in a scientific context. 

 I am free to abort the experiment at any time for any reason. 

Signature:    __________________              Date:   __________________ 
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b) Warm up stage 

Clarify to the user that it is perfectly normal to feel awkward and a bit 
lost during the first few minutes of the session. This is to be expected 
and should pass as soon as the user stops thinking about it as an 
experiment and instead performs the tasks as they normally would. It is 
important for the sake of the experiment that the user does not feel 
pressured or forced to think of ideas as this usually ends up blocking 
the working flow and might cause the user to draw blanks. The aim of 
the experiment is not to get the most creative ideas, it is to get the 
ideas that the user naturally thinks of and thus deems as needed (to 
some extent).  
Also note that even if the user may not use the keyboard, some keys 
might be considered a way of activation and do not count as the user 
using the keyboard. 
 

c) Example of scenario 

A short example of how the experiment is to be conducted should be given.  

The user and the leader of the experiment ought to take a few minutes 
to go through some example scenarios in order for the user to get a 
grasp of what is to be done and in what manner. The user should be 
given an example of how the interaction between the user and 
experimenter may take place (e.g. the user is driving a car without the 
use of their arms and saying “Turn right” would make the car turn right, 
but it would be the experimenter actually turning). During this phase, 
the user should decide what keys to bind to each function.  
 

d) Questions  

Before proceeding with the experiment, ask the user if they have any 
questions and if so, answer them. 
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3) Execution 
The experiment consists of a number of sessions, with each session being 
conducted weeks apart. The sessions consist of the following steps (if the person 
has a disability then the first, second and perhaps even third step should not be 
filled in at random but instead match the user): 
1. Choose an arbitrary side of the body at random 

 Left side 
 Right side 

2. Choose an arbitrary limb (e.g. finger, hand or shoulder) at random 
 Finger(s) 
 Hand / Wrist 
 Elbow 
 Shoulder 
Other: _________________________________ 

3. Impose further restrictions (e.g. the user may not use a computer mouse) 
 May not use computer mouse/mouse pad 
 May not use speech functionalities 
 May not use keyboard 
Others: ________________________________ 

4. Choose a series of tasks (that the user will perform) from the following list 
(taking into consideration tasks that depend on each other).  
Each task is described in detail on the page with the headline “Tasks”. 
 Journalist  
 Teacher 
 Vacationer 
 Programmer 

5. Choose which (if any) interface(s) the user will test and evaluate (the user 
should give their thoughts on the effectiveness and usefulness of each 
interface tested). 
 Zoom  
 Direct Click  
 Menu 
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4) Debrief 
a) Thank participant 

The user is to be thanked for their participation and input.  
b) Short summary  

A short summary should be given to the user. The summary should 
mention how the user performed and the most noteworthy ideas 
should be discussed.   

c) Follow up participation  

Inform the user that the experiment will be followed up and ask for 
their participation in the next session (unless it was the last). If they 
agree, ask them to keep this session in mind and think of ideas they 
might not have thought of during the session. These ideas can then be 
shared during the next session.  

I) Exchange contact information 

If the user agrees to participate in the next session, then exchange 
contact information (e.g. e-mail) in order to agree on a date and time for 
the next session.  
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5) Tasks 

1. Journalist 
a) Introduction  

In this scenario the user is a journalist that has been given the task of writing 
an article. The user is to write one of the following articles: 
 An article on biology, aimed for young teenagers, covering the topic  

“Exo- and endoskeletons” (include information and examples of both). 
 An article on history, aimed for young adults, covering the fall of the 

Roman Empire (include when it is thought to have fallen and the main 
reasons as to why it fell). 

 An article on energy, aimed for adults, covering the top three countries 
with the highest oil consumption (include what each country mostly uses 
the oil for). 

Images (at least one) related to the topic are to be searched for and used in 
the article. When the user is done, the article is to be mailed to the editor.  
 

b) Tasks 

Type Task 

 

Reading, 

Browsing 

 Search the Internet for information/facts needed for the topic.  

 Save each source as a reference in the article (save the URL and 
date/time it was added).   

 

 

 

Typing 

 Create a new document. 

 Write the contents of the article (a mock article of about 100 – 
200 words).  

 Format the article. The headlines/title, summary and body text 
should not have the same font.   

 Save it in an editable format (e.g. .txt, .doc etc.). 

 

Browsing, 

File 

management 

 Search for images related to the topic of the article (make sure 
they are free to use and do not have a watermark).  

 Create a new folder on the desktop called “images” (unless one 
already exists) and save the images to the folder.  

 Insert the images into the article and add a short description and 
source beneath each one. In the document, you are to resize the 
image if it is too large/small (by dragging one of the corners).   

 

Reading 

 Proof-read the article and fix any issues (grammar, format etc.). 

 Save it to the desktop as a PDF-file called “article”.  

 

 

Typing, 

Navigation 

 Log on to an e-mail provider (using the information provided 
below) and write a new mail.  

 Enter a proper user (should contain what topic the article is 
about, e.g. “Article: Why didn’t the world end 2012?”).  

 Write a few sentences about the article.  
Attach the article (make sure it is saved as a PDF-file otherwise 
convert/resave it).  

 Send it to the editor (send it to the same e-mail you are on).   
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c) Information required 

Type Site/Application Username Password 

E-mail http://www.mail.google.com <removed> <removed> 

 

2. Teacher 
a) Introduction 

In this scenario the user is a teacher that has to prepare a presentation for a 
lecture. 
The topic of the lecture is: How tobacco affects your health. 
The user is to create a presentation (e.g. using PowerPoint) on this topic using 
results of medical studies (found online). The presentation should also include 
images related to the topic and more specifically, they should be added to the 
slides/pages they relate to.  
When the user is done, the presentation is to be stored online (using some 
form of cloud storage, e.g. Dropbox).  
 

b) Tasks 

Type Task 

 

 

Reading, 

Browsing 

 Search the Internet for medical studies done on health effects of 
tobacco. 

 Read up on the results of the studies.  

 Save every study found (that you will use) as a reference in the 
presentation (save the URL and date/time it was added on the 
last slide/page).   

 

Browsing, 

File 

management 

 Search for images related to the topic (make sure they are free 
to use and do not have a watermark).  

 Create a new folder on the desktop called “images” (unless one 
already exists) and save the images to the folder. 

 For every image found, save the source as a reference. 

 

 

 

 

Typing 

 Create a new presentation using some application (e.g. Microsoft 
PowerPoint).  

 Create the pages/slides that will act as introductions to the main 
parts of the presentation and give each a suitable title. 

 Fill the presentation with slides/pages containing the 
information and images you gathered. Keep the slides/pages 
neat (no wall of text) and rephrase the information instead of 
plain out copying it.  

 

 

Navigation 

 Select a theme/design for the presentation. 

  Choose the layout for the slides. 

 Place the images at appropriate spots.  

 Format the text (e.g. add lists, change font etc.).  

 Save the presentation on the desktop as “presentation”.  

  Run the presentation and go through each slide/page, looking 
for errors or anything that looks out of place.  
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Reading  Correct any issues and save it.  

Browsing, 

Navigation 

 Log on to a provider of cloud storage (using the information 
provided below). 

 Upload the presentation.  

 

c) Information required 

Type Site/Application Username Password 

Storage https://www.dropbox.com/ <removed> <removed> 

 

3. Vacationer 
a) Introduction 

In this scenario the user is a vacationer planning a new vacation. 
The user has narrowed the list of countries to these top three: 

 Spain 

 Thailand 

 Turkey 
The user needs to choose one of these countries. When a country has been 
chosen, the user is to find out which cities (in the selected country) are the 
most popular vacation destinations, then choose one. The user will then visit 
the websites of different airlines and compare prices. Finally, the user will 
make a budget for the trip.   
 

b) Tasks 

Type Task 

 

 

Reading, 

Browsing 

 Search the Internet for the cities (of the chosen country) 
regarded as the most popular vacation destinations. 

  Choose one of these cities based on the following criteria: 
 Historical places/objects (e.g. buildings, ruins, statues) 
 Shopping possibilities (e.g. large malls, bazaars) 
 Proximity to beaches 

 Find a few (at least three) airlines that fly to the chosen city 
(must be direct flight).  

 

 

 

 

Browsing, 

Navigation 

 Using the sites of the airlines found, book a flight (cancel when 
asked to pay as you will only be using the price for comparison) 
according to the following criteria : 

 One adult 
 Business class 
 Direct flights only 
 Round trip 
 Seven days from departure to return 

 For each site, take a note (just use some text editor) of the ticket 
price. When all sites have been checked, save the cheapest one 
(include the airline and ticket price). 

 

 

 Create a new spreadsheet using some application (e.g. Ms Excel). 

 Add the following columns: 
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Navigation 

 Travel 
 Resident 
 Food/Drinks 
 Activities 
 Shopping 

 Under travel, add the ticket price you saved. 

 Fill out each column with predictions of how much will be spent 
and on what (e.g. add “Visit Stonehenge: 100 USD” under travel). 

 Calculate the total of the predictions, if they exceed the 
maximum budget (which is 5000 USD), make changes to the 
budget and predictions (e.g. reduce the budget on shopping). 

 Save the spreadsheet to the desktop as “budget”.  

 

4. Programmer  
a) Introduction 

In this scenario the user is a programmer. The task is to develop an 
application that acts as the main system of a library. The application will keep 
track of the books present at the library and allow these to be borrowed.   
 

b) Tasks 

Type Task 

 

 

 

 

Navigating, 

Developing 

 Open an IDE. 

 Create a new project called “Library”. 

 Create the class stubs (from the class diagram).  

 Create tests that cover the full functionality of the application 
(see class- and sequence diagram). 

 Run tests and make sure they fail. 

 Iterate over the following steps: 
 Pick a test. 
 Implement the required functionality. 
 Run the test and make sure it passes. 

 Run all the tests and make sure they all pass.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developing, 

Browsing 

 Create a user interface that lets a user do the following: 
(it does not have to be a GUI, could just use the console) 

 Search for books by name/author/genre. 
 Borrow books. 
 Register new book. 
 Register new member. 
 Get the details of a book (with formatted ISBN). 
 Get the details of a member (with formatted SSN). 

 Fully test the UI by following these steps: 
 Register a few books (find some on the internet). 
 Register a new member. 
 Search for at least three different books using each of 

the search functionalities (by title, author and genre). 
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 Borrow each book. 
 Try to re-register one of the books borrowed (must fail). 
 Try to re-register the member (must fail).  

 
c) Information required 

i) Class diagram 
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j) Sequence diagram 
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Appendix B:  
Experiment Framework 

 

The following models show the classes of the framework and their 

packages.  

Some of the irrelevant properties have been removed from the classes, 

such as variables used strictly for implementation purposes.  

 

 
Figure 17 The classes of the key binder. 
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Figure 18 The classes used for RMI (Remote Method Invocation). 

 

 
Figure 19 The classes used to handle the observer’s side. 
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Figure 20 The classes used to handle the user’s side. 
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